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TEASER

RECAP OF PREVIOUS EPISODE

Including the Koalas and the others at the coal mine, the

Koalas and the others fighting Platypulse, and Platian’s

flashbacks and the Koalas and others getting arrested.

FADE TO

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE DUNGEON NIGHT TIME

In the dungeon Platian is all curled up in her cell.

SUDDENLY the LIGHTS turn off in the dungeon. Platian gets

off from the floor and spread her legs apart.

PLATIAN

I am coming for you my friends my

father shall not keep me here

forever.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Platian put her

hands out in front of her and she uses her TELEKINESIS to

push the bars from from her cell.

The cell bars BREAK off and Platian run out from her cell

and down the hallway.

PLATIAN (V.O)

I’m coming my friends.

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE COURTYARD NIGHT TIME MOMENTS

LATER

Platian runs into the courtyard and right towards the back

gates. SUDDENLY the SEARCH LIGHTS come on and shine down on

her.

SUDDENLY 8 Platypuser Soldiers come out from the bushes and

aim right laser blasters at Platian.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER (O.S)

Surrender Platian we have you

surrounded.

Platian SHOOT out LIGHTNING out of her hands and hit the

Platypuser Soldiers SHOCKING them and being knocked out.

(CONTINUED)
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Platian ran towards the back gates and used her TELEKINESIS

to open the back gate. King Platymir Puse come out into the

courtyard and walked up to the Platypuser Soldiers.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to one of the soldiers)

Did Platian escaped?

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

Yes she did, could I arrange a

screech party.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

No let her go.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

But why?

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

I know that she shall come to save

her so called allies, but not that

way, I say find her and destroy

her.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

You’re mad your highness.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

Yes I am and I am going this far to

get what I want and by destroying

Platian with her out of the way

there is no way for us having half

of the Earth to ourselves.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER

FADE IN

ACT ONE

EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON ENTRANCE THE NEXT DAY

The Next Day a Platypuser Road Vehicle came though the gates

to the Plastonia Prison. The PLATYPUSER PRISONERS see the

road vehicle entering into the prison.

The gate closed behind the Platypuser Road Vehicle.

CUT TO



3.

EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON EXERCISE YARD DAYTIME

DRAMA THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.As the

purple clouds come over the Prison.The Platypuser Road

Vehicle stop in the middle of the Exercise Yard. The

Platypuser Prisoners all surround the Road Vehicle.

The Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4 all

came out from the Road Vehicle with green shackles on their

arms and legs while walking towards the prison with their

shackles CLINGING while they walk.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 1(O.S)

(shouts)

You’re going to get your earthly

butt kicked.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 2

(shouts)

You’re not going home tonight.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 3 (O.S)

You’re my first victim.

JAKE

(worried)

Oh no I am going to get shanked I

don’t know what that means.

BRUCE

We are defendantly not going to

escape here.

MARTIN

(mentions)

Nor surviving here for one night.

PAUL

(to the others)

But don’t forget we have martial

arts skill so we shall survive the

night.

CUT TO

INT.PLASTONIAN PRISON HALLWAY MOMENTS LATER

The Koalas, the King Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4

walk down the prison hallway with their shackles still

CLINGING on the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Survive the night here as if.

Prisons have the worst plumbing

conditions ever. And in space is

the worst.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro

FLUFFY

See Tro agrees

COSMOCIA

(to Fluffy)

Um Fluffy Tro said that he doesn’t

mind dirty bathrooms.

FLUFFY

Really.

KICKERELLA

Hey it won’t be that bad.

WIPEOUT

Yeah we shall get food and

somewhere to sleep.

CAPTAIN STAR

And how is that makes us happy

about being in the slammer?

SHOOTING STAR

It doesn’t it make it even worst

for us.

KNOCKOUT

Hey come one mates it won’t get any

worst then this.

Then the Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic

4 past the confiscated room and Captain Star sees a

Platypuser Soldier listening to music from his portable CD

player.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to the soldier)

Hey what are you doing!!!

COSMOCIA

Captain don’t make this worst for

us.

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

Don’t care that’s a gift from my

parents.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA PRISON CONFISCATED ROOM

The Platypuser Soldier was listening to ROCK MUSIC from the

music player.Captain Star enters into the Confiscated room.

CAPTAIN STAR

(mad)

You better not ruin that CD player

of mine. That is a rare mint

condition Silver Style CD player

and it belongs to me.

All of a Sudden Captain Star just gets SHOCKED by an

Electric Stick from a Platypuser Soldier behind

him knocking him to the floor.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

Get back in line.

CAPTAIN STAR

After he give me my player back.

The Platypuser Soldier SHOCKED Captain Star again.MELLOW

ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

MONTAGE:

-The Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4

all get their mug shots. A FLASH OF LIGHT come at them

causing them to hit back against the wall.

FLUFFY

(with her eyes closed)

OK that is one powerful light.

KICKERELLA

I hope this won’t get any worst.

-Paul, Bruce, Martin, Jake, Wipeout, Knockout, and Captain

Star are all in their underwear, suddenly they get SQUATS by

WATER right at them. Suddenly they started to feel ichy and

start to scratch their bodies.

JAKE

(disgusted)

Ahhh, what is this stuff.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Yeah I feel ichy and stuff.

PAUL

I think it’s in the water.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

That’s right good old Plastonia

Ichy Water. Ah hahahahaha.

-Jake and Martin were thrown to the wall and started to be

beaten up by 3 Platypuser Soldiers.

MARTIN

What is this for?

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

Nothing we just want to beat you

up.

END OF MONTAGE

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON COURTYARD MOMENTS LATER

The Koalas,the Kick Boxing Kangaroos, and the Galactic 4

walked into the courtyard wearing black jump suits.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

I can’t believe that we are wearing

black.

SHOOTING STAR

Well it’s the official prison get

up for Plastonia.

KNOCKOUT

You know the saying orange is the

new black, but now black is the new

orange.

All of the Plastonia Prisoners all starts to stair at

them.Suddenly Paul gets hit by a thrown can.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 1(O.S)

(shouted)

You’re dead meat.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the Plastonian Prisoners all YELLS at them. Suddenly

1 Platypuser Prisoner come up to Bruce and throws a punch

right at Bruce, but Bruce catch the punch and twist the

Prisoner’s fist and pulls his head to the ground and do a

kick at the prisoner knocking him out.

BRUCE

(to the prisoners)

Listen up you beaver tail wearing

ducks. You don’t want to must with

us because if you do, you’ll be in

a world of hurt. We shall beat all

of you to the ground and soon

you’ll know that you shall never

must with us again.

All of the prisoners all backs away from the Koala, the Kick

Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4.

JAKE

Yeah what said.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos all STOMPS onto the ground causing

the ground to SHAKE, causing the prisoners to fall to the

ground.

BRUCE

(cracks his knuckles)

Thanks Kangaroos. This is going to

be easy for all of of us.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Bruce leaps into

the air and throws an elbow drop onto some of the prisoners,

hitting them in the chests. H

He kicks at another prisoner into the air. Suddenly more of

the prisoners get up off of the ground and go into the

fighting stances. The Koalas and the others go into their

fighting stances. Dozens of Prisoners charge at them.

Paul does a flying crescent kick at the incoming prisoners,

hitting all of the knocking them down to the ground. Jake

dodges a punch from a prisoner and throws a leg sweep at the

prisoner knocking him to the ground. Martin FIRES LASERS out

from his glasses at 5 prisoners, knocking them to the

ground. Fluffy throws uppercut punches at 3 prisoners and

then throws a flying spinning crescent kick at 1 prisoner

knocking him to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly ELECTRIC ROPE wraps around their bodies, causing

them to kneel to the ground while being shocked by the

electric rope. The Prison Guards walk up towards them and

then they throw electric rope onto the kangaroos and the

Galactic 4, SHOCKING Them and making them kneel to the

ground.

CUT TO

INT. PAUL, CAPTAIN STAR AND TRO’S CELL EVENING MOMENTS LATER

In the prison cell that Paul, Captain Star and Tro are in,

Tro run to the FORCE FIELD and punches it rapidly.

TRO

(punching the Force field)

Tro, Tro, Tro,Tro, Tro,Tro,

Tro,Tro!!!!

PAUL

What’s up with Tro?

CAPTAIN STAR

Tro been in prison multiple times,

he doesn’t like small spaces while

he is alone, but he is with us he

won’t be scared anymore.

Paul and Captain Star came up to Tro and pulled him back

away from the Force field.

CAPTAIN STAR

(to Tro)

Easy Tro, we’re here for you.

PAUL

You don’t have to be scared anymore

big guy.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro

CAPTAIN STAR

Me too Tro me too.

CUT TO
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INT. MARTIN, KNOCKOUT AND SHOOTING STAR’S CELL

TENSE DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the cell

that Martin, Knockout and Shooting Star are in, Martin is

writing calculations on the wall with a black marker.

KNOCKOUT

What are doing Marty?

MARTIN

(explains)

I am writing calculations on the

wall to see how long we are going

to be locked up in here.

SHOOTING STAR

(to Martin)

Well forget it Martin we’ll be

trapped here forever.

MARTIN

No necessary, you see with all of

the numbers that I am adding up

right now, we’ll... be here

forever.

SHOOTING STAR

Told you.

KNOCKOUT

It’s not like there is a way to

shorten our time here out.

MARTIN

You mean like an escape plan.

KNOCKOUT

Yes.

Martin keeps on writing on the wall his calculations.

CUT TO

INT. FLUFFY, COSMOCIA AND KICKERELLA’S CELL

In the cell that Fluffy, Cosmocia and Kickerella are in,

Cosmocia is sitting in the middle of the floor meditating.

FLUFFY

(bored)

Man I feel bored in here.

(CONTINUED)
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COSMOCIA

You can do some mediation like I am

doing. It’s like entertainment but

without the television.

FLUFFY

How that entertainment? It’s just

sitting on the floor with your eyes

closed and being zoned out.

KICKERELLA

You can play some tic-tac-toes with

me.

FLUFFY

(to Kickerella)

Don’t you mean tic-tac-toe.

KICKERELLA

No, in the Kangaronian version of

this game we literally use our

toes.

Kickerella stick out her feet right at Fluffy and wiggles

them.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Um... no thank you.

Kickerella puts her feet down onto the floor.

KICKERELLA

Fine...Regular Tic Tac Toe it is.

CUT TO

INT. JAKE, BRUCE, AND WIPEOUT’S CELL

In the cell that Jake, Bruce and Wipeout are in, Bruce is

angry with rage as he is punching against the wall. Jake and

Wipeout dodges a punch that comes towards them.

JAKE

Wow bro cool down.

BRUCE

(mad)

As if Jakey, this madness that we

are being locked in here so the

Platypusers shall come over to

Earth and take it over.

(CONTINUED)
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WIPEOUT

Yeah but you are also destroying

our cell here.

BRUCE

Sorry Wipeout , I am still mad at

the fact we’re not be able to get

back home.

JAKE

Dude it’s just prison what the

worst that can happen?

BRUCE

I don’t know...How about being

tortured by alien gadgets that the

Platypusers.

WIPEOUT

Or all of the prisoners get weapons

and go to our cells and bet us up.

JAKE

(smiles)

Yeah, like that’s ever going

happen.

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON COURTYARD EVENING

EVIL ROYAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the prison

courtyard all of the Platypuser Prisoners are all in the

courtyard waiting for something.

Then at the stop of the watch tower King Platymir Puse came

out from the watch tower and looks down into the courtyard.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

(to the prisoners)

Attention, Attention, you see that

you have different Prisoners this

year, well they’re not prisoners

they are invaders. And once they

escape they’ll recruit more of

their kind to come to take over our

world. Now to prevent this you must

destroy them and now if one of you

destroy them, I shall grant you

your freedom.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the Platypuser Prisoners all CHEER. 4 Platypuser

Soldiers throws down weapons down from the balcony down into

the courtyard.

Some of the Prisoners catch the weapons and raise them up

into the air while they CHEER.

King Platymir Puse smiles evilly as his plan is working

perfectly.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE IN

ACT TWO

EXT. PLASTONIAN FOREST MORNING THE NEXT DAY

ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the forest

the next day Platian is running through the forest trying to

find the Koalas and the others.

SUDDENLY 6 Platypuser Soldiers come over the skies above the

forest on their Hovercycles. Platian ducts into the bushes

beside her.

The 6 Platypuser Soldiers come down into the forest.

Suddenly the 6 Platypuser Soldiers FLOAT up in the air and

then drop back onto the ground causing their hover cycles to

EXPLODE. Platian places her left hand onto the ground and

Platian’s eyes starts to GLOW WHITE.

PLATIAN

My friends... you’re all at the

prison and they are in danger.

Platian run down the trail out of the forest.

PLATIAN (V.O)

Me and my friends are going to stop

my father... no matter what.

INT. PLASTONIA PRISON CELL BLOCK MORNING.

The next day the 4 FORCE FIELDS deactivate letting the

Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4 to come

out from their cells. Jake and Tro look tired and they YAWN.

(CONTINUED)
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TRO

(tired)

Tro, Tro,Tro, Tro.

JAKE

(tired)

Yeah I’m tired to dude.

MARTIN

At least we are free from our cells

to have breakfast.

FLUFFY

Too bad we are going back into our

cells after breakfast.

JAKE

I hope that they are making

something delicious like breakfast

tacos.

MARTIN

Nope something horrible like slop.

SHOOTING STAR

I hope that they have some flavors

for the slop.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos and the Galactic 4 walk down the

hallway to the cafeteria.

CUT TO

INT.PLASTONIAN PRISON CAFETERIA MORNING.

The Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the Galactic 4

come into the cafeteria. The cafeteria is filled with a lot

of angry Platypuser Prisoners who are eating their

breakfast.

Suddenly they stop eating their breakfast and turn their

attention to the koalas, the Kangaroos and the Galactic 4.

The koalas, the kangaroos and Galactic 4 are all quiet and

have awkward looks on their faces.

JAKE

Morning Prison Pals...What’s for

breakfast?

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 1(O.S)

There they are.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the Platypuser Prisoners all raised their laser

blaster and swords.

BRUCE

Looks like we are about to be on

the menu.

CAPTAIN STAR

What is all of this?

MARTIN

Apparently they are going use those

weapons to hurt us.

COSMOCIA

Well we know that.

PAUL

I knew something is going to happen

like this. I can hear the King

talking to you guys about us.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 2 (O.S)

Yeah, and the king gave us these

weapons for that reason.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 3 (O.S)

He wants you all dead.

WIPEOUT

All dead?

KNOCKOUT

Well he is a bad guy right he hates

us.

PAUL

No it’s something more then that.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 1

Don’t care get them.

ACTION FIGHTING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of

the Platypuser Prisoners charges at them. Wipeout and Paul

both punch 2 Platypuser Prisoners knocking them onto the

floor. 1 Platypuser Prisoner FIRES a LASER BEAM right at

them, but they all duct the laser fire and Kickerella uses

her tail to leg sweep the Platypuser Prisoner knocking him

to the floor.

KICKERELLA

This doesn’t look good for us mate.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

You think.

Fluffy does a jump spin kick right at 2 incoming Platypuser

Prisoners hitting them in the heads knocking them to the

floor.

KNOCKOUT

We can’t fight all of them without

our weapons.

Shooting Star FIRES a YELLOW BEAM out from his hands hitting

3 Platypuser Prisoners knocking them to the floor.

SHOOTING STAR

Leave that to me.

Shooting Star MULTIPLES into a copy of himself. While the

others continue to fight off the prisoners.

SHOOTING STAR

(to his copy)

Go to the confiscated room to get

our stuff.

COPY OF SHOOTING STAR

Right.

Shooting Star’s Copy FLY over the angry prisoners and go

right through the open door.

PAUL

Alright guys it’s time that

breakfast to be turned to brunch.

Paul and the other guy RIP their black jump suits reveling

their regular cloth. They all charge at the Platypuser

Prisoners. Bruce throws a punch right at a Platypuser

Prisoner holding a laser blaster knocking him out to the

floor and catch the laser blaster and FIRES it right at 3

Platypuser Prisoners hitting them.

Cosmocia, Fluffy and Kickerella all do flying double kicks

right at 9 PLatypuser Prisoners knocking them to the floor.

Kickerella leap over an incoming Prisoner and throws a punch

at the prisoner, and then a sidekick at another Platypuser

Prisoner knocking him to the floor. Cosmocia does a back

flip in the air and do a helicopter kick at 2 Platypuser

Prisoners knocking them to the floor and then throw a double

uppercut punches at the other 2 Platypuser Prisoners

knocking them into the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy does a cartwheel to avoid some incoming Platypuser

Prisoners. Fluffy throws a punch at the Platypuser Prisoner

in the face knocking him to the floor. Tro lifts a metal

table up in the air and swings it right at 5 Platypuser

Prisoners knocking them to the wall. Tro takes a bite out of

the metal table and starts to eat the table.

FLUFFY

Tro are you eating a table?

TRO

Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro

SHOOTING STAR

He’s hungry. That’s why he is

eating the table.

FLUFFY

But could he at least wait after we

kick all of these prisoners’ butts.

Tro eat the entire metal table. Paul blocks 2 punches from 2

Platypuser Prisoners and throws 2 counter punches at the 2

Platypuser Prisoners, then Paul throws a powerful butterfly

kick at 3 Prisoners. The 3 prisoners SLAM against the wall

and fall to the ground.

Suddenly more prisoners come charging into the cafeteria and

FIRE their laser blasters at the koalas, the galactic 4 and

the Kangaroos.

BRUCE

(mad)

Great more prisoners are coming

here.

Bruce blocks an attack from a prisoner and judo throws it at

another prisoner, knocking both of them to the ground.

PAUL

We can take care of them. We’ve

thought through tougher foes then

these.

Paul throws flying jump kicks at 2 prisoners. Paul throws a

drop kick at another prisoner, knocking him to the ground.

CAPTAIN STAR

That’s nothing, one time me and my

team fight off against Cosmic

Skull’s goons once.

(CONTINUED)
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Captain Star throws a punch at an incoming prisoner, and

then throws a double back kick at 2 incoming prisoners,

hitting them and making him fall to the floor.

MARTIN

Oh yeah.

Martin FIRES LASER BEAMS out of his glasses at the incoming

prisoners, hitting them and causing them to fall to the

floor.

MARTIN

Me, Powerful Paul and the rest of

us fight off robots at an amusement

park.

BRUCE

(smiles)

And we throw those bots into the

recycling bin.

Bruce blocks 2 attacks from 2 Prisoners. He throws each of

them to the floor. He leaps off of them and throw double

flying kicks at 2 other prisoners.Jake leaps off against the

wall and throws flying kick at a prisoner.

JAKE

Awesomongo!!!

A Prisoner swings his sword at Jake, but he dodges the sword

swing and kicks at the sword out of the prisoner’s hand.

Fluffy grabs the prisoner and wraps her legs around his

body, and throws him onto the ground.

Shooting Star does a loopy loop in the air and FIRES his

YELLOW BEAMS from his hands right down to the floor hitting

the Platypuser Prisoners, sending them FLYING through the

air and CRASH through the ceiling..

SHOOTING STAR

That’s how we do things around

here, I hope my copy found the

confiscated room.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA PRISON CONFISCATED ROOM MOMENTS LATER.

In the confiscated room the Platypuser Soldier was listening

to ROCK MUSIC on Captain Star’s music player while sitting

in a chair with his feet on the table.

(CONTINUED)
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The Copy of Shooting Star come into the confiscated room and

go towards the closet. He opens the closet and grabs all of

the Koalas and their allies’ things. The Copy of Shooting

Star grabs Captain Star’s music player out of the desk and

pulls out the earphones off of the Platypuser Soldier and

run out the door.

PLATYPUSER SOLDER

(confused)

Hey what happened to the music?

CUT TO

INT.PLASTONIAN PRISON CAFETERIA

ACTION FIGHTING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Wipeout

and Knockout swing their tails at 2 incoming Prisoners and

throw powerful punches at them knocking them to the floor.

Suddenly the Copy of Shooting Star come back into the

cafeteria with all of the Koalas, and the others stuff.

COPY OF SHOOTING STAR

Guys I got them.

The Copy of Shooting Star throws the stuff out from his

hands and then DISAPPEARS into Shooting Star’s body. The

Koalas all catch their utility belts and put them on their

waste. Captain Star catch his sword and shield and Cosmocia

catch her wipe.

COSMOCIA

(smiles)

It feels good to have gear back.

CAPTAIN STAR

You can say that again.

Captain Star swings his sword right at 5 Prisoners causing a

BIG RIP to appear on their jump suits. Cosmocia then wiped

the 5 Prisoners knocking them to the ground. Paul takes out

his 3 section staff, Bruce takes out his kuwa and twirls it

around, Martin takes out his tokka and presses the buttons

on the side of them, turning them into plasma katars, Jake

pulls out his tonfas and twirl them around and Fluffy took

out her kama.

PAUL

(serious)

Koalas get them.

The Koalas all leap in the air and attack the prisoners.

Paul twirls his 3 section staff and swings it at 6 prisoners

(CONTINUED)
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hitting them knocking them to the ground. Bruce swings his

kuwa and hits it right at 3 prisoners in the hips and then

kicks their laser blasters out from their hands and then

does a leg sweep on them knocking them to the floor. Martin

uses his plasma katar to cut the pipe, causing STEAM to come

out from the pipe spreading it though out the cafeteria.

Jake FIRES his laser blaster tonfas though the steam letting

the lasers to hit the prisoners.

JAKE

Awesomongo!!!!

Fluffy swings her kama right at the prisoners in the steam

hitting them and then does a powerful butterfly kick at them

kicking them up out of the steam and fall back onto the

floor again.

WIPEOUT

(to Knockout and Kickerella)

Alright Kangaroos, it’s time to

pull out the big guns.

KNOCKOUT

I have been waiting for this

forever.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos all shake their fist causing them

to GLOW BRIGHT RED and they all throw punches right at 6

incoming prisoners hitting them causing an EXPLOSION on

impact.

SHOOTING STAR

(amazed)

OK, that is awesome.

The remaining prisoners are all shocked and scared.

PLATYPUSER PRISONER 1

Alright run.

The remaining prisoners all ran out from the cafeteria. A

prisoner down by Captain Star’s feet struggles to get up ,

but Captain Star kicks him back to the floor again.

CAPTAIN STAR

Alright that should do it, now Tro

break us out of here.

TRO

Tro,Tro.

CUT TO
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EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON OUTSIDE OF THE WALL MOMENTS LATER

TENSE DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On the outside

of the prison wall Platian arrive at the wall to the prison

feeling tired.

PLATIAN

(tired)

Well that is one run that I have

made.

SUDDENLY the prison wall COLLAPSES into piece and as the

dust clears the Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and the

Galactic 4 are all there.

PLATIAN

Oh my, you guys all made it out.

BRUCE

Yeah it was troubling to get out

but we made it.

CUT TO

INT. PLASTONIA ROYAL CASTLE THRONE ROOM

EVIL TENSE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the throne

room of the Royal Castle, King Platymir is sitting in his

throne watching the Koalas, the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and

the Galactic 4 all escaping the prison on the screen.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

How dare, the Koalas and their

allies escaped the prison and

defeated the prisoners , well let;s

see if they could defeat the

Platysaur Rexes.

CUT TO

EXT. PLASTONIA PRISON OUTSIDE OF THE WALL MOMENTS LATER

SUDDENLY a big RUMBLING sound came out of nowhere causing

the ground to SHAKE underneath the Koalas and the others

feet.

FLUFFY

(asked nervously

What was that?
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MARTIN

Might be the ground shook from a

heavy object falling from the sky.

SUDDENLY the ground RUMBLES again causing the Koalas and the

others to shake.

PLATIAN

That is not an object fallen from

the sky, it’s something else.

Suddenly from the trees came out 5 PLATYSAUER REXES 18 feet

tall Tyrannosaur Rex Platypus hybrids. The 5 Platysauer

Rexes ROAR.

SHOOTING STAR

(asked)

What are those things?

MARTIN

Kinda a hybrid of a platypuse and a

tyrannosaur.

PLATIAN

Yes those are the Platysaur Rexs

one of the most dangerous beast on

Plastonia.

ACTION ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The 5

Platysauers all attack the Koalas and the others, but they

all dodge the Platysauers. The Koalas throws sticky bombs

right Platysauers’ feet causing STICKY SLIME to spread on

their feet. The Platysauers struggle to break free from the

sticky slime and 3 of them break free from the slime and run

to the Koalas and the others.

Tro throws a punch down to the ground causing it to SHAKE

and causing the 3 Platysauers to fall to the ground.

The 2 other Platysauers came running towards them and

Shooting Star FIRED his YELLOW BEAMS right at the 3 other

Platypsauer hitting them in the faces making them to can’t

see.

SHOOTING STAR

(the others)

Guys I think I found a weakness,

they can’t stand bright lights.

Suddenly more Platysauers came out from the trees and rushed

right towards them.
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CAPTAIN STAR

(to the others)

Guys more are coming.

PAUL

Well we can’t stand here, we must

fight them off.

The Koalas and the others all charged at the Platysauers.

Bruce, Jake and Martin all power slide under 3

Platysauers and came at the ends of their tails. Bruce,

Jake and Martin took out their teaser sticks and SHOCKED the

Platysauers from behind and knocked them to the ground.

Paul dodge a headbutt from a Platysauer and throws a

powerful kick right at it’s head and Fluffy do a powerful

double kick attack at the Platysauer knocking 2 of his teeth

out. Paul and Fluffy took out their laser blasters from

their utility belts and FIRES them right at the Platysauer,

hitting him and making him fall to the ground.

Cosmocia WIPES her wipe right at one of the Platysauer’s

head and Captain Star leaps in the air and swings his sword

at the Platysauer’s head hitting it knocking it to the

ground. Captain Star then TRANSFORM his sword into a laser

blaster and FIRES itat 3 Platysauer Rexes and knocking them

to the ground.

CAPTAIN STAR

That’s how we show our Dino might.

Wipeout, Knockout and Kickerella all leaped in the air and

throw flying punches at 3 Platysauer Rexes knocking them

out. Suddenly a Platysauer Rexes swings his right at the

Kick Boxing Kangaroos knocking them to the ground. All of

the Kick Boxing Kangaroos jumps off from the ground and all

to an upper cut punches right at Platysauer Rexes knocking

him out.

Platian uses her TELEKINESIS to lift up 6 Platysauer Rexes

up in the air and SLAMS them to the ground.

JAKE

I hope that is all of them.

Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE and turns around.

PAUL

Yes that is all of them but the

army is coming.

20 Platypuser Road Vehicles come and surround the Koalas and

the others. The Platypuser Soldiers come out from the Road

Vehicles and aim their laser blasters at them.
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PLATIAN

(to the others)

Friends we must surrender.

MARTIN

(worried)

No way.

BRUCE

Powerful Paul said that, once we

are together we never surrender.

PAUL

Yes and you’re with us along with

the Galactic 4 and the Kangaroos,

and that makes us friends, and we

never surrender to anything.

TRO

(ask)

Tro,Tro,Tro?

JAKE

That means we’re going to escape

now.

Jake throws a bunch of smoke bombs to the ground causing a

big CLOUD of SMOKE to appear. As the smoke cleared the

Koalas and the others are gone.

FADE TO

INT.PLASTONIAN ROYAL CASTLE THRONE ROOM EVENING.

EVIL SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.meanwhile

back at the Royal Castle in the throne room, General Krix is

kneeing down in front of King Platymir Puse.

GENERAL KRIX

I am sorry my father but sister and

her friends had escaped and

defeated the Platysauer Rexes.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

I was afraid of this, you see your

mother predicts that your sister

shall rule the Platstonia but she

was wrong.

GENERAL KRIX

What do you mean?
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King Platymir Puse stands up from his throne and walks over

to the window, with 1 arm behind his back.

KING PLATYMIR PUSE

I mean that your mother say that

the planet shall be in peace,but no

I want the planet to suffer from my

iron fist and there is no way that

my daughter your sister shall

return the Platypuser empire from

what it been before.

FADE TO BLACK


